
You Might Be More Psychic Than You Think!
Developing Your Soul Abilities 

for
Your Spiritual Growth & Fulfillment

= Our Brand New Fifth Set of TeleClasses in This Ongoing Series =

Your Psychic Abilities in Everyday Life:
What Are They, How Do They Affect You & What To Do With Them?

1/11  Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT)
TC29 - Your Telepathy: What to Do With All the Thoughts You Have

2/08  Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT)
TC30 - Your Psychometry: How Objects Tell Stories

3/21   Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT)
TC31 - Your Clairsentience: Sorting Out What You Feel

4/25   Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT)
TC32 - Your Clairaudience: Knock, Knock - Who’s There?

6/13   Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT)
TC33 - Your Inner Voice: How to Communicate with Yourself

7/25   Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT)
TC34 - Your Clairvoyance: Seeing the Truth of the Matter

8/22   Saturday 10 AM - 12 PM (PT)
TC35 - Your Intuitive Knowingness: Be Still and Know

Dear Friends and Awakening Souls,

Most psychics, mediums, intuitives, and even spiritual masters will tell you that everyone 
is psychic - even you! That means you are already psychic and you don’t have to 



magically become one. But, what does that really mean? 

The true meaning of being psychic is that you are a spiritual being, a soul. The term 
“psychic” means “of or pertaining to the soul”. Everyone is a spiritual being and some 
spiritual beings are incarnated here in this world. You are psychic, because you are a soul 
and within you are the abilities that are within every soul. Those are your psychic abilities. 
They are not rare gifts given to only a select few. They are indeed gifts, but they are given 
to everyone. Every time you incarnate, you are born with all your psychic abilities, 
because those abilities are already within you in spirit, all of the time.

What makes some people seem to possess extraordinary psychic abilities, while others 
seem to have none, is that the former learned to use those abilities in a useful manner and 
the latter have yet to learn to do that. In fact, all abilities that you see people 
demonstrating are, in essence, psychic abilities. Remember, bodies can’t do anything - not 
even breathe - without you, the spirit, incarnated in it. So, an exceptional car mechanic is 
using not only what he’s learned, but even more, his psychic abilities to do what he does 
best. A virtuoso cellist does what she does, because she is using her training in addition to 
her psychic abilities. 

Our psychic abilities and creative energies flow into those activities we love and are 
interested in fostering. If you love sports, your psychic abilities will help you perform what 
you need to excel in sports. If you love that which is of Spirit, your psychic abilities will 
develop in areas that support spiritual awareness and development. 

You are definitely much more psychic than you think. But, when you are using many of 
your psychic abilities unknowingly, they often backfire on you. Rather than your abilities 
helping you to progress and benefitting you in many ways, they can become problematic. 
It would be a bit like an untrained person getting into the driver’s seat of a race car or 
even a jet. Wouldn’t you seek expert training, if you discovered that you were already in 
the cockpit of a jet? Of course, you would, because it’s too late to get out - you’re already 
in the air! That’s the dilemma that many awakening souls are in with respect to their 
psychic abilities. They’re living with their abilities everyday and often not knowing how to 
manage them enough to make their life journey much less turbulent. To help with that we 
came up with our on-going series, You Might Be More Psychic Than You Think! 
Developing Your Soul Abilities for Your Spiritual Growth & Fulfillment. 

Now, for our brand new fifth set of seven teleclasses, we’re going deeper with several of 



the psychic abilities you’re using everyday without knowing how much they may be 

affecting you. In these classes, you’ll learn more about Your Psychic Abilities in 
Everyday Life: What Are They, How Do They Affect You & What To Do With Them? 
You’ll learn simple, but powerful psychic tools and practices that you’ll be able to use in 
your everyday living, as well as in your creative projects and challenging life situations. 

We welcome you to join us for these classes. Get to know who you truly are and learn to 
live a more miraculous and joyful life. You are psychic and a limitless being - learn to use 
much more of your innate soul abilities!

Celebrating Our Psychic Life,

Michael


